
 

 

PIVOT POINTS  
…every fundraiser faces!  
 
1. Major Gifts: Your major gifts program is struggling… and donors are not 
responding to your outreach.  
 
● Solution 1: Engage peer-to-peer. If a donor is not responsive to your emails 
(at least three times) as a staffer, encourage their initial contact person 
and/or a board member to try reaching out.  
● Solution 2: Encourage engaged donors to make a secondary gift, or 
increase their pledge for the year by way of a payment plan, to fill gaps.  
 
2. Foundations: You are having trouble accessing new grantors… and you 
have lost some grant funding and/or predict a loss in some grant funding.  
 
● Solution 1: Always remember that major donors can cover gaps, especially 

ones that understand the nature, and often fickleness, of certain grantors.  
● Solution 2: Find alternate ways to engage with prospective grantors, 

surrounding your existing fundraising activities. An example might be to 
invite a program officer or trustee of a foundation to attend your upcoming 
event, be a guest speaker or panelist, or co-author a timely blog or op-ed 
with you. If not them directly engaging with you as well, seek to engage 
one of their current grantees in a similar way.  

 
3. Corporate partners keep giving… just not cash or capital.  
 
● Solution 1: Seek deeper conversations with more than one person 
connected to the company. An executive, board members, or investor might 
have more sway to encourage a financial gift, or an increased financial gift, 
than your existing contact. Be mindful in this approach so as to not harm 
your existing contact’s relationship with you but seek to expand your 
network within the company.  
● Solution 2: Assess your corporate partners. Are they in industries that are 
doing particularly well? If not, you may want to hit the refresh button and 
align with companies that are having financial success and share your 
values.  
4. Events. Ugh… attendance is down, you aren’t getting a lot of interest in 
virtual and/or in-person and sponsors aren’t responding.  
 



 

 

● Solution 1: See above around corporate partners/sponsors. They may not 
be in a position to give due to their industry. Do a quick assessment and 
ensure you are targeting companies that are healthy and well.  

● Solution 2: Considering shifting fully to virtual or in-person. The hybrid 
model only works well if you have met or exceeded your financial goals a 
few weeks out. Don’t be afraid to pivot to cut costs.   

● Solution 3: If you foresee a substantial gap (say a $10-$20K donor 
dropped out) pivot to more digital fundraising activities surrounding the 
event and/or consider deploying SMS-based giving before, during and 
after the event. Weight costs but often, a text the day after results in more 
cash flow.  

 
5. Your crowdfund/digital campaign is struggling online.  
 
● Solution 1: Engage ambassadors. If you have not already sought out 

active serial connectors and influencers online to launch the campaign 
successfully, do it now. Even if 10 people all raise $500 for you, that’s 
$5,000 that may fill the gap you foresee in the overall effort.  

● Solution 2: Grab a sponsor. Make an exclusive offering to a company in 
your network if they throw in a big match and/or promise to close the gap 
on the last day (do an IG LIVE with them or let them have their logo on 
your crowdfund until it ends, etc…).  

● Solution 3: Have a ‘secret weapon’ donor or board member you prep 
ahead of time, if you foresee a gap. Ask them if they are willing to donate 
in a range (ex: $500- $1,500) on the last day, depending on what the gap 
is.  

 
 
Have other needs or reasons to pivot? Here are other ideas to try to get  
new relationships inspired by your mission and funding and fueling it.  
 
Invest more in your communications strategy- including discussing your 
needs. Some folks following you might have no idea you need support!  
 
Collaborate on a grant and/or program. Ifa budget is being cut for a certain 
program and you can identify a community partner, do so! Reach out and 
see if there is a way to partner on implementation and/or funding.  
 
Think about generating a new revenue stream. Several organizations 
launched products and/or consulting services during the pandemic and thoe 



 

 

online products are bringing new resources to their missions. Plus, donors 
love seeing this and often give more as they see diversification as key to 
sustainability.  
 
Conduct a cost-savings analysis. While you should avoid cutting staff at all 
costs, consider where else you can save money. Can almost everything for 
your fundraising event be donated in kind or discounted? Can you scale back 
on print costs by assessing your direct mailing for the year? Seek out some 
simple cost savings but remember, donor meetings and appropriate 
technology bring in the donations so try not to cut back on staff or tech, if 
you can avoid it.   
 
 
Core best practices:  
 
● Keep meeting with donors. Even if a donor is a no, if they chat with you 
once a quarter, they are bound to send in a gift of some kind that year and 
have you top of mind as they network amongst others.  
● Donors come to the conversation YOU invite them too. If you really need 
$50,000 to make a budget on a program or support staff but the donro 
always gives $10,000 each year, don;t be afraid to ask, “How could we create 
the condition for you to consider a $50,000 gift for this work?”  
● Be aware of all the ways a person or an entity can give you a gift. 
Donations of cryptocurrency, stock transfers, real estate, etc.. are all 
acceptable ways for you to get gifts in. Make sure you connect with finance 
early in the year to know what you can and can not accept.  
● Don't be afraid to innovate. Something like cryptocurrency or launching a 
consulting arm might feel daunting but after a few small steps, you’ll have it 
in motion within 3-6 months to truly market and build out.  
● Work with smaller donors. See the value of donors between $10- $100. 
Direct e-marketing campaigns and a simple phone call, can move a $100 
donor to a $500 donor and twenty of those calls made in a year, could result 
in as much as $10,000.  
● Be aware of your own bias- who are the donors you aren’t seeing? Often, 
we all think of donors as white, wealthy men living in urban areas and driving 
fancy cars. Not true. Continue to invest in creating an inclusive fundraising 
culture and community, even when faced with major pivots. Many women 
donors, donors of color, and gender-non conforming donors say they can 
often feel immediately whether or not they want to give and be involved in an 
organization. Don't leave out people who might sincerely love your mission 



 

 

and want to support it by abandoning a DEI process to focus on your 
programs or fund development. Integrate it into all you do.  
● Don't write off a donor or funder who initially says no. Keep 
communicating. Many times, donors get to the end of a calendar year and 
still have more to give or give reactive gifts to causes that are top of mind.  
● Stay positive and don’t create scarcity culture, in yourself or others. Keep 
seeing what you have, not what you lack.  
● If you try something new, be mindful of the budget it needs to be 
successful. Running a digital campaign with poor technology in place, 
simply means you’ll put out a lot of labor but loose contacts interested when 
gift processing takes 1-3 minutes to complete. Assess all elements of a 
campaign or new initiative and if you need to spend some money to make 
that money, do it.  
 
 


